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:Eoreworet
General Count A. Cherep-Spiridovich was one of the best
informed world politicians, whose sincerity and devotion to the
truth no one can doubt. He was thoroughly well acquainted in
the most intimate manner with all the undercurrents and
intrigues of European politics. General Spiridovich has shown
with more than 80 predictions in his pre-World War I books and
articles a remarkable foresight in this particular field. He had
more than an intimate knowledge of the Russian problem than
almost anyone who has visited this country, and had very
definite ideas about what should be done to save the world from
Bolshevism. He later formed the Anti-Bolshevist Publishing
Association, and in 1926 published his widely read book The
Secret World Government or "The Hidden Hand".
During the years 1923 and 1924, General Spiridovich
published eight issues of The Gentiles' Review. These are
extremely rare and for the most part are completely unknown
to scholars of world conspiracy. Over a period of time it is the
publisher's intent to reproduce them all as originally printed by
this man of uncanny intuition.

Christian Book Club of America
PO Box 900566
Palmdale, California93590
1997

July 1st. 1923

WHAT GIVES ME THE RIGHT TO WARN?
A score of the best British, French and other
Editors (not reporters) not muzzled by the "Hidden Hand," discovered in my pre-war books, that
more than 80 of my political predictions were all
realized. These Editors wrote the following:
Spiridovich is the Slav Pope"-"Spiridovich is the Slav
Bismarck"-acknowledged "The Russkoie Slovo," the greatest
Russian paper.
"Nothing has happened, nothing was told since 1914, that
General Spiridovich did not foresee, foretell, and repeat a
hundred times with a fiery, passionate stubborness, which
is the distinguishing quality of the seers and prophets,"
confirmed "L'Information," in Paris, on December 27, 1915.
"So Count Spiridovich prophesied exactly ten years ago.
Few prophets have been more thoroughly justified than he.
Today is the tenth anniversary of an astounding prophecy of
his own, which appeared on our pages" (Dec. 19, 1908), exclaimed the Editor of the "Daily Graphic," December 19,
1918.
"General Cherep-Spiridowich has the credentials as a
successful prophet," wrote the Editor of the "Financial
News" on January 24, 1919.
"The XXth Century Prophet," a "PROPHETIC GENIUS,"
"The Christian Commonwealth" assured on March, 1919.
"Count Spiridovich has a more intimate knowledge of the
Russian problem than almost anyone who has visited this
country. He has very definite ideas about what should be
done to save the world from Bolshevism. The General should
be consulted by those in authority. His profound and in timate knowledge should be at their service. His book,
"Towards the Disaster," published in 1913, predicted what
would happen in Russia in the event of a European War and
this, like his other predictions, has shown that he possesses
an uncanny intuition," stated the Editor of the "Daily Chronicle," the famous Mr. Robert Donald, in his own "The Yorkshire Observer" on April 25th, 1919.
"Gen. Spiridovich has shown in his books and articles a
remarkable foresight in this particularly treacherous field.
His views merit a close consideration," the Editor of the
"Asiatic Review," July, 1919, announced.
"The accurate fulfillment of all the forecasts of Gen.
Spiridovich gives to his advice a great weight. His foresight
approaches the MIRACULOUS. His detailed knowledge of
affairs and men would not be sufficient to explain this gift,"
M. Urbain Gehier, the Editor of "La Vieille France,' in Paris,
wrote on July 29th, 1920.

The Gentiles' Review
"SPIRIDOVICH IS THE MOST INSPIRED AND FEARLESS
MAN ALIVE."

" Cou n t Spiridovich may justly claim to be the possessor
of a faculty for foreseeing events in the political world, which
enti tles him to be called a PROPHET in all seriousness. His
book , 'T owa rd s the Disaster; Dangers and Remedies' (1913),
proved him to be possessed of a PRETERNATURAL intuition," declared the Editor of the "Plain English" on Sept.
25th, 1920 .
"Count Cher ep-S pir idovich is one of the best informed
world politicians, whose sincerity and devotion to the truth
no one can doubt. He has taught me more political history
in a y ear than I had previously learned in my whole life (62
years) ," confessed the Editor of the "Asiatic Review" on Dec.
3rd, 1920 .
The late Ambasador of Italy, Baron Mayor de Planches,
gave an interview in New York on April, 1907, when in "The
New York Times" appeared the General's letter of warning :
"The United States had its Washington, the Italian Kingdoms were joined by Garibaldi; Bismarck gave lasting unity
to the German people, and now the Slav nations may have
their hero. The appearance of a Slav Bismarck is imminent.
The prediction is on every Slav tongue. But the conditions
which such a liberator must fulfill are very difficult. Such
a leader must answer six requirements. The only man who
can meet all the six conditions is General, Count Spiridovich ."
"Th e General's writings bear evidence of a faculty of
prevision which amounts to prophetic genius and entitle s his
utteran ces to the weightiest consideration," the Editor of the
"As iatic Review " of London stated on Feb., 1919.
Even attacking me the " Ne w York Staats Zeitung" on
April 29, 1921 , wrote:
"G eneral Count Cherep-Spiridovich was thoroughly well
acquainted in the most intimate manner with all the undercurrents and intrigues of European politics."
Som e of Germany's newspapers implied that her failure
was due to me.
"General Spiridovich is the most inspired and fearless
man alive to-day. And he has behind him the terrible record
of prophetic warnings in the past, fulfilled," wrote the famous
hom eopath , Dr. John H. Clarke of London, Editor of the
"Hidden Hand" (8 Bolton street, Piccadilly, London, England)
in July, 1922.

"Will our civilization survive? Can it be saved 1"
asked John D. Rockefeller, Rev. H. E. Fosdick, Rev.
J. G. Gilke y, etc. No answer!
I shall expose how the civilization can yet be
saved, but every second is counted.
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A WARNING FROM OUR ENGLISH FRIENDS
"Are you aware that the present manipulation of the foreign exchange
is entirely the work of the Jews?"
The Jews wish to bolshevise the United States as they have done 10
Russia.
The Jews in England are to be removed.
America, get rid of your Jews.
The Jews are an Asiatic race, and do not belong to the White race.
"All the White people must combine against this world menace, or the
Jews will destroy us."-((Tize Britons," 40 Great Ormond Street, W.C.I.

A WARNING FROM THE FRENCH
FRIENDS OF AMERICA
"During the war the leaders and the clergy of America directed and
preached the extermination of Germans, white men, Aryan race and Christians. And 2,000,000 Germans were killed in order to save civilization. By virtue of what sophism and upon what base and false pretext do
the same leaders and clergy refuse to perform their similar duty against
the Jews, Asiatics, ten times more dangerous, hostile and mischievous than
the Germans?"-URBAIN GOHIER (the greatest living Frenchman), editor
of "La ruu«: 5 Rue du Pre-aux-Clercs, Paris.

INTRODUCTION
Why is this review urgently needed?
1. Because the United States and civilization were never
more IMMINENT dangers.
2. Because of their ignorance of these dangers.
3. To prevent the increase of "Incurable Imbeciles."
4. No publication here tells the whole truth.
5. To transform politicians into Statesmen.
6. Expose and counteract the satanists.
7. To prove Christ is wisdom personified.
8. To return conscience to history and politics.
9. To cure cowardice, hypocrisy and treachery.
10. To save the Christian civilization.

10

graver and

The dire truth and dangers remain un revealed. Why?
"Newspapers do not give the facts; they fool the public regularly,"
most rightly said Mr. W. J. Bryan.
The New York Times of May 16, 1921: "It is a real crime not to
reveal important facts; knowledge imposes responsibility. This constant,
deliberate falsification of history and the hiding of the truth by the world's
great press already produced some most appalling results. No wonder Dr.
[ 3]
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Desloges, Montreal alienist, said that most persons were on their way to
the insane hospitals, and that the whole world would be crazy in 25 years,
unless the rapid increase in mental disorders is halted."
A sample of deliberate truth.
Well ! We read in the newspapers every day of the various intentions
of the United States Secretary of State, and we are accustomed to wrongly
believe that he could even "create events." But we never read one word
of the "good intentions" of Edward Rothschild V, the "Occult World
Autocrat," who really is creating ninety per cent of events and whose anger
would compel Mr. Chas. Hughes to resign at once "because of ill health."
Such is the blindness of the Gentiles.
N ames given to those who do not or are simulating not to grasp the
most appalling Jewish peril.

WHO INSPIRED ME TO START THE
GENTILE REVIEW?
Our Lord Jesus Christ said to the Jews: "Ye are of your father, the
devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do j he is the murderer from the
beginning and the father of lies."-St. John VIn :44.
1. Dante said, "Work as nature works-in fire.
2. Napoleon, the genius, warned us: "The Jewish race is capable of most
atrocious crimes."
3. A. Lamartine, dictator of France said, "To rescue the masses do what
has never been written-'The History with Conscience'-and demonstrate by facts, that we only see the actors, while the plots are contrived
by an Invisible Hand."
4. Dostoyevsk, the best philosopher, wrote: "Bismark, Disraeli, French
Republic, Gambetta are nothing but a mirage: it is the Jew who is
their master. The Jew will tear Christianity by its roots and destroy
civilization, and when nothing but anarchy remains, the Jew will put
himself at the head of it all."
5. The Kaiser stated, after a laborious life, "The Jews are the cause of
nearly all the ills."
[4]
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6. Dr. Oscar Levy, a Jew in London confessed: "We, Jews, have made
the World War; we, Jews, are nothing else than the world's seducers, its incendiaries, its executioners. Our last revolution is not yet
made. We, Jews, invented the myth of the 'chosen people'."
7-8. The best Britishers, Dr. John H. Clark, Vice-President of the "Britons," and the Duke of Northumberland, fearless Christians.
9. Urbain Gohier, the Editor of ((Le Vieille France," the greatest and
bravest Frenchman.
10. Henry Ford, the genius, suggested: "We should have spent one-half
as much money as it would cost us, in trying to find out who gets up
and disseminates this agitation for war." Master of words, he explained
in his wonderful four volumes how "The International Jew is the
cause of nearly all the world's ills."
11. Washington Irving repeated , "History ought to be rewritten in
America."
12. Jos. de Maistra, a great Frenchman stated: "History is a constant
conspiracy against the truth." Yes, history as it is now, is absolutely
"BUNK."

GENTILES OF ALL NATIONS AND CREEDSUNITE YOURSELVES
Every expert is predicting an imminent disaster or catastrophe, but
none has the courage to confess that it is being prepared by the "Hidden
Hand" or the "Invisible Jewish World Government."
It is autocratically ruled by Rothschild V in Paris, and controls at
least two billion dollars and 95 per cent of the great world press. The
tragedy, especially for the United States lies in the fact that 95 per cent of
the greatest publications are controlled by the Jews, either directly or indirectly, because of the advertisement given to the publications by the Jews.
As to the Jews, according to Christ Himself, they are the sons of the
devil, who is the murderer from the beginning and the father of lies, and
as they "will do the lusts of the devil" (i.e ., lying and murder), the above
enslavement of the American press is most perilous.
Imagine only the dangers which menace the United St ates, which has
not one single publication which states the whole truth.
Judge Rutherford, deducting from the Scriptures. Dr. Delmore Croft
through Astrology ; myself by my "Science of Political Foresight," and
numerous prominent men, are all of the opinion that something dreadful
will happen in 1932, unless the American nation is awakened to take preventive measures.
Mr. Ignatius Donnelly (Edmund Boisgilbert, M.D.), in his book
"Ceasar's Column," masterfully explains the diabolical plan of the Jewish
capitalists to provoke a most dreadful insurrection among the working
class, the terrible revenge of the latter, and finally the destruction of "civilization." No expert could prove that what was foreseen by this author is
impossible. The drama depicted by him is really more than appalling.
[ S]
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Gentiles! If you wish to prevent this most bloody upheaval known
to history, read and spread the "Gentiles Review."

THE NATION IS UNPREPARED
"United States Army ranks sixth in the world." This was stated in
San Francisco on May 25th, by Secretary of War John W. Weeks. "The
present standing army should be brought back to the minimum of 150,000
enlisted men and 13,000 officers."
The extremists who are hoping to promote peace by urgent methods,
are being led into many inaccurate statements to prove a faulty case. It
has been repeated that our government is spending 85 per cent of budget
money for military purposes and that we are now preparing for a mighty
war. The truth is that we are now spending proportionately less for national defense than in 1915, when we were admittedly unprepared!
That we are spending 85 per cent of our budget is utterly false; but
13.5 per cent is spent for national defense. We are spending much less to
maintain a modest defense at the top of the present hill than we are for
maintaining hospitals and operating ambulances at the bottom of the hill.
Yes, the Americans are so completely deceived (Mr. Wm. J. Bryan)
by "their" press, guided by the "Hidden Hand," that they forget their
terrific political loss of 1917-the Romanov Tzar, the most faithful, fearless and unbribable ally!
But there is in Russia another "Tzar"-Trotsky-Bronstein-who is
a mere agent, say No. 654,321, of the "Hidden Hand," which is planning
to repeat its conspiracy of 1857-61-65-to disrupt and plunder the United
States. This plot of James and Lionel Rothschild, in charge of a Jew,
Judah P. Benjamin, who became Secretary of State of the Southern Confederacy, failed only because Tzar Alexander II interfered (risking war
with five powers, which had their troops in Mexico City in 1863), and
sent the Russian fleets to N ew York and San Francisco in order to defend
the Northern States "manu Arrnatu." This checking of the Rothschilds'
"good intentions" to annihilate the United States, cost the life of Alexander II, Alexander III and Nicholas II.
Since 1863 an unheard-of campaign of lies and calumnies against the
Romanovs has been conducted by the "Hidden Hand." The Americans
understood nothing and have left their only true friend and ally to be foully
destroyed. Now the United States is entirely isolated. The "Hidden
Hand" is stronger than ever and will repeat its plan of 1863. There are
many symptoms of the prepared catastrophe.

[ 6]
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THE JEWS ARE UNDERMINING THE
UNITED STATES DEFENSE
While the Secretary of War warns the country that its army ranks
sixth in the world and that the "Nation is unprepared," and while the
Secretary of the Navy stated on May 26th that "The Navy must be ready,
because the world is full of menace," the Jews are trying to curtail the
defense of the United States. The "Chicaao Tribune" reveals it:
"An intensive campaign to broadcast peace propaganda this fall was
announced at a luncheon at the Hotel Sherman yesterday by presidents and
past presidents of Jewish women's organizations at the invitation of the
Conference of Jewish women's organizations."
Did they stop their "doings of the devil's lusts?"
No! The Jews are again lying, declaring they are aiming for peace
They are deceiving the Gentiles in order to cripple the defense of the
United States and thus to encourage its neighbors-Japan, England and
Mexico-and all the Bolsheviks here (agents of the Moscow Jews), to
smash America. To rely for one moment on the Jew's love of peace would
be the complete denial of Christ's justice and foresight.
Even one of the most notorious "lickers of the Jewish boots," Ernest
Renan, could not fail to confess: "For a Jew the interests of the country
in which he dwells is quite secondary."
The Jews would like to disarm as much as possible some of the Gentile
countries, only in order to destroy them more successfully. That is why
all the leagues of "Peace" are invaded by the Jews, and by J ewesses. Seeing
that the Gentiles instinctively are looking with suspicion at these organizations, these Jews are watching that no member of these Leagues reveal the
organizers of the wars. Mr. Lloyd George, known for his ignorance of
Russia (he thought Khartow, a town, was a general) , caluminated her "old
regime" and asked to support the bolsheviks. «({ C hi cago H erald", )

"ULTRA-PACIFICISM" and "SUPER-ECONOMY,"
NOT CORRUPTION KILLED RUSSIA
He repeats the Jewish babble about the "corruption" of the Czar's
government, which "was the cause of his army being without rifles since
1915." Lloyd George never proved to be trustwo rthy, or a statesman
(i.e., a man who can "foresee events"). This man always was a valet of
the Rothschilds. To receive his "thirty silver pieces" from the foes of
Christ, he must lie! The lack of rifles was the consequence of an "ultrapacificism" and of a "super-economy"-both killed Russia.
"Russia must have 17,000,000 rifles and a special railroad, PsoffRadsiviliki-Iurburg to Eastern Prussia must be built." It was enough to
persuade Germany not to attack at all. But the "uItra-pacificism" was
sweeping. The Duma, fooled by the Jews, opposed any such credit, and
my proposition was ignored.
[ 7]
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The Prime Minister, Kokovzov was married to a German, who assured
him that no war was possible. Rasputin, whom the Tzar regarded as a
plain peasant with the defects of a simple peasant-was an agent of the
"Hidden Hand," which has fought against the Romanovs since 1863. A
Jew, Simanovich of the "Hidden Hand" was "financing" Rasputin and
Kerensky, a Jew. It was a world satanic conspiracy against the Tzar, who
with all his fine brain was too noble and honest to grasp it.
If Russia would have bought in 1913-14 a few million rifles more
and have constructed the above line into Prussia, the peace would not have
been disturbed; or if, however the war should have begun, the Russians
would have taken Berlin.

ORGANIZE HERE TO "PROTECT
JEWISH RACE"
The Jews are advising "disarm," but at the same time they are everywhere mobilizing even special Jewish armies and all kinds of organizations.
The "Chicago Evening American" of May, states: "A red circle has
been established in Chicago by a number of Christians and Jews. The
motto of the Red Circle will be "Good will to all men of all races, all
nations, of all creeds."
Its object will include a campaign against "anti-Semitism," informing
the public of all that Jews have done and are doing for the betterment of
the world and to expose in an effective way all falsehoods about the Jews
as a race. Officers and the members of the "Red Circle" receive no remuneration. The board includes Mr. Geo. W. Dixon.
"RED" (ROTH-ROTHSCH ILD) CIRCLE-whose blood does
it plan to spill? Is there not enough "Reds"? Is it not proven that ninety
per cent of the "Reds," i.e., of Bolsheviks, are Jews?
The new "Red Circle" plans informing the public of all that Jews
have done, and are doing for the "betterment of the world."
The Jews have so "embettered" the world, that a catastrophe is imminent. If the officers of the "Red" circle will only state "the good done by
the Jew," their jobs will be sinecures. NO! Their job will consist in
trying to prove that CHRIST was "wrong," too intolerant and "prejudiced" in warning us. (St. John VIII :44.)
Thus the "Red" circle intends to be "better" and more clever than
Christ. "Accidentally" they become more "enthusiastic" in defending the
"poor" Rothschilds, Otto Kahns, Warburgs, and similar paupers and in
protecting the "oppressed" Bronstein-Trotsky, Mustapha Kemal, Venizelos,
Millerand and Kahn and other Jew dictators, just after the press announced
that the Jews will collect $2,500,000 to fight "anti-Semitism," as Mr. Jacob
M. Loeb, president of the Chicago Board of Education (of Christians),
confessed.
Mr. Geo. Dixon ought to cable congratulations to Dzerjinsky, the
head of the "Cheka" and of the League, to fight "anti-Semitism."
[8]
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BOLSHEVISM, THE JEW ATTACK ON
CIVILIZATION
What is Bolshevism? The attempt by the Jews to dominate the
world by force. It has been planned for some centuries, as explained In
the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
Until 1917 the Jew, who absolutely owned Germany, expected to
conquer the world with the German army. What happened in 1917 to
change their plans?
The United States entered the war and made military success impossible.
What was the origin of Bolshevism? The German-Jew controlled
government subsidized Lenin, Trotsky and company. Is there any proof
of this? Yes, the Sisson report issued by the United States War Department in 1918, contains photographs of over seventy letters from German
headquarters to the Bolshevist leaders. But the Sisson report has been
called a forgery? Exactly! But those who call it a forgery are either Jews
or their agents. What was to prevent the Allies attacking Bolshevist Russia?
Several things; the government of France, 1taly, Great Britain and
the United States were packed with Jews. By camouflaging Bolshevism
as government by the working man, the Jew counted on Labor in the
Allied nations making their government keep " hands off Russia."
The League of Nations, which is an essentially Jewish inspiration
(Zangwill) , was also designed to keep "hands off Russia."
What is the present plan of Bolshevism? To bring about revolution
everywhere which will lead to Jew autocracy!
What further proofs are there that Bolshevism is Jewish?
Out of 556 Soviet Commissars, 458 are Jews. "Trotsky" is a Jew.
(Bronstein) Litvinoff is Finkelstein; Krassin is Goldfarb; etc.
In America, of the 4,500 odd Bolshevists deported, 4,000 were Jews.
Who spoke for the Bolshevists ?-Israel Zangwill.
What is their pape r? The Daily H eral d," which gets its money from
an American J ewess , and has a Sasson-Rothschild (Future Rothschild)
for its editor.
Who is the head of the Bolshevist movement in Turkey? A Salonika
Jew, who calls himself M ustapha Kemal Pasha. What is Bolshevism in
Ireland? It calls itsel f Sinn Fein in order to deceive the 1rish into thinking
they are fighting for the Irish Republic, instead of a Jew autocracy.
Who is the head of Sinn Fein? A Portuguese, a half Jew, de Valera.
Who is Commissar for Ireland? The Jew, Ludwig Martens, the socalled Soviet Ambassador to the United States.
What about India? It is now controlled by "Marconi," Rufus Isaacs,
"Silver" Samuel Montague and W. Meyer.
What is the answer to Bolshevism?
1. That England will go the way of Russia when the upper and middleclass Christians have been massacred or driven out and the working
class reduced to slavery.
[9J
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2. That England will expel all Jews from positions where they are a
menace to the Gentiles. This appeal spread by "The Britons" confirms
that Bolshevism is the "poison gas" of the "Hidden Hand."

THE "TIMES" ON THE "PROTOCOLS"
When the first edition of "The Jewish Peril; Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion" was published in 1920 by Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode,
His Majesty's printers, "Tt« Times," noticed an article entitled "A Disturbing Pamphlet: a Call for Enquiry."
The writer gave a summary of the contents of the Protocols, showing
how the threats of the Jews to Russia, published in 1905, had been carried
out by Jews in 1917, and how the rest of their program of world domination was in process of fulfillment.
The writer exclaims: "Whence come this uncanny note of prophecy
in part fulfilled, in parts far gone the way of fulfillment?
Have we been struggling these past tragic years to clear up and extirpate the secret organization of German world domination only to find
beneath it another more dangerous, because more secret?
Have we, by straining every fibre of our national body, escaped a
Pax Germanica, only to fall into a Pax J udaeica ? In these words the
"Times" faithfully puts the whole case. The answer to its query is "Yes,
we are now in a Jewish Peace, organized before the war, executed by the
Kosher Conference at Versailles, where all the delegates ate Kosher diet,
and forged the chains of Jewry for the Gentiles' necks. But has not the
"T'imes" discovered that the Protocols are a forgery?
In a series of articles beginning August 16, 1921, it claims that an
anonymous correspondent has found in Constantinople, a book which contains passages closely resembling passages in the Protocols, and it suggests
that Professor Nilus, who first published the Protocols in Russia has
"forged" the document. This is absurd.
The document handed Nilus contained the entire program to the date
of the Zionist movement. When he receives a letter purporting to come
from a certain person and threatening to burn his house down and himself
inside it, and when he notices a strong smell of burning and finds that very
person busy with a lighted torch, he is not going to be deterred from defending himself and his property by the incendiary's plea that the letter was a
forgery. But that is exactly what the Learned Elders are trying to make
English people do, now that they have completed their diabolical work in
Russia.
The fact is, the Learned Elders are thoroughly alarmed. It is not
forgeries that disturb them-they live in forgeries and on them. But they
do mind the truth. If the Protocols were not a true record of their world
policy, they would not trouble about them.
The "Jewish Guardian" of August 19, 1921, lets the cat out of the
bag. It owns that Henry Ford, by "propagating the forgery, has done
enormous harm to Jews in Europe." That is where the shoe pinches.
[ 10]
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spread falsehoods, but
great fall, and not all
ever be able to set him
yourself and you will

C'+-!J

LORD SYDENHAM ON THE "PROTOCOLS"
This letter appeared in the ((S pectat or" of August 27th, 1921:
Sir: When the Protocols first appeared in English it was pointed out
that they embodied a forgery perpetrated by the Tzar's police with the
idea of promoting programs. I t now appears that they were adopted from
a "Pamphlet of 1865 attacking the Second Empire." This is most interesting, but it explains nothing.
Mrs. Webster has shown the Protocols to be full of plagiarisms, and
before her most able book appeared Mr. Lucian Wolf had traced other
similarities. As the Protocols were a compilation this was to be expected.
The importance of the most sinister compilation that has ever appeared
resides in the subject matter. The Protocols explain the objects of Bolshevism and the methods of carrying it into effect.
Those methods were in operation in 1901, when N ilus received the
documents, but Bolshevism was then Marxian Communism, and the time
had not come for applying it by military force. Nothing that was written
in 1865 can have any bearing upon the accuracy of the forecasts in the
Protocols, which have since been fulfilled to the letter. However, the principles they enunciate correspond closely with the recorded statements of
Jewish authorities. If you will read the American edition you will understand this and the confirmatory quotations there given can be multiplied.
Even the "Jewish world despotism," which you described as a piece of
malignant lunacy, is not obscurely hinted at . Take this one quotation from
the Jewish State by Theodore Hersel: " W hen we sink we become a
revolutionary proletariat, the subordinate officers of the revolutionary
party; when we rise, there rises also our terrible power of the purse," Compare this ominous statement with those of the Protocols, of which it is
plainly an echo.
You say that the discovery of the French pamphlet " does not clear up
the whole mystery." J ndeed, it does not , and if you will carefully read
Mr. Ford's amazing disclosures you will wish for more light.
The main point is, the source from which N ilus obtained the Protocols. Nilus was, I have been told by many Russians, absolutely incapable
either of writing any portion of the Protocols, or of being a party to a
fraud. What is the most striking characteristic of the Protocols? The
answer is knowledge of a rare kind embracing the widest field. The solution of the "mystery," if it is one, is to be found by obtaining where this
uncanny knowledge on which prophecies now literally fulfilled are based,
can be shown to reside. I am, Sir , etc. , Sydenham.
"WORLD REVOLUTION-THE PLOT AGAINST CIVILIZATION," by
Mrs. Nesta Webster, the best political English writer. This most scientific book is as captivating as the finest novel.
[ 11 ]
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HOW TO BECOME A STATESMAN
The United States is just at the turning point of its history. Will it
become the World Power and save civilization, or will it be disrupted, as
many experts foretell-all depends on its governing foresight.
On February 15, 1922, Senator H. New wrongly said it was difficult
to foresee depression. But as 90 per cent of the events are "created" by
300 men of the "Hidden Hand," led by Ed Rothschild V, they all know
what will happen . As the United States does not create events, these will
be created by its foes.
And the "Hidden Hand's" program is outlined in the "Protocols" of
the "Learned Elders of Zion." Thus one can precisely foresee in which
direction its efforts will be bent. In these days of demoralization and
cowardice, it finds little resistance.
That is why events are practically in accord with the "Hidden Hand,"
in most countries with deviations, caused by important revelations. "Officials would have to perform the duty of Prophets," exclaimed Senator
McCormick. Yes. Demosthenes, Edm. Burke, etc., stated that every statesman must know how to foresee. "To govern means to foresee," says a
wise proverb. I f it were impossible to foresee how could I have foretold in
my pre-war book my predictions which were all realized. These Senators
deny the existence of Statesmen, at least in the Senate. After forty-one
years of hard work on foreign politics, I elaborated the above science or
the "Theory of Satanic Forces," ruling the yet unknown "Political SuperDreadnaughts" forming the "Invisible Supreme Government."
"If the key opens the door, your key is the right one," Lord Acton
said. To understand all and even to foresee, we must open the New
Testament. Satan tempted CHRIST to drop his ideas for the "kingdoms
of the world." Christ declined, and was killed. The Jews "de-Christianize."
The Apostles established the Christian church.
c+-'

THE JEWS DE-CHRISTIANIZE
We can study it until today in all its divisions brought about by Satan.
But where is Satan now and what is he doing? Alas! He was not
annihilated.
He offered "all the kingdoms" to Simon, father of Judas, and when
Judas died, to other Jews, if they would de-Christianize.
"It is written all people whom Jehovah delivers into your (Jew)
hands must be killed," stated Prof. G. Boland of Leyden. (D News,
October 15, 1921.) Thus was born Pan-Judaism, or the inspiration given
by Satan to the Jews! The motto of Pan-Judaism is "Down with Christ,
and Jews above all." As Satan founded Pan-Judaism, Prof. Houston
Chamberlain wrote "The men who founded Judaism were goaded by a
demoniacal power." Because of the "Hidden Hand" and its successors (the
upsetting of the three Emperors--Pillars of Orthodoxy, Catholicism and
Protestantism and the establishment of the Jew-Dictators in Russia,
Germany, England, France, Italy, etc.}, all the talks about "God's Will,"
peace, friendships and normalcy, become childish or hypocritical.
[ 12]
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We must only discuss how to check the Satanic "bad will" of the
"Hidden Hand." It is composed of those 300 "very different persons," by
whom, as Disraeli and Rathenau wrote , "The world is governed," and
who puzzled many leaders. It is absurd to believe that these Jews care
about peace or prosperity. "Ye (Jews) are of your father, the devil. You
choose to practice his desires."
Most of the Americans imply: "No, I know better (than Christ)
there are 'good' Jews." This belief is fatal. Such "judophilia" destroyed
Russia. Granting that there are "good Jews," why let the 300 bad Jews
ruin the United States? A million facts confirm that "man-killing" is the
chief aim of these Jews. Only one of one thousand receive the "thirty
silver coins" from the Jews. The other 999 "Christians" betray Christ
freely. Their "mouths water," but they are never paid.

THE SATANIC FORCES WHICH RULE
THE WORLD
As the Jews alone could not kill the Christians, they fomented gigantic
movements-Pan-Asiatism (the invasions of Attilla in 451, of Baty in
1224, of an "X" in 1924) . Pan-Islarnism, Pan-Britainism, Pan-Germanism, Pan-Slavism, Pan-Americanism, etc.
Pan-Judaism is leading them all. The "Hidden Hand" is its Executive. For 2000 years history must be looked upon as a Jewish assault on
Christ-a Pan-Asiatism. The Jews are genuine Asiatics and have never
become part of the White race, which they hate. The Jews transplanted
to Japan by the "Hidden Hand," are teaching the worship of Satan, and
turning the Japanese against the United States, as they did against Russia,
before 1904.
Since the Jews, Rufus Isaacs (of Marconi Co.) is ruling India, and
Herbert Samuel is the "uncrowned king of Palestine," the power of PanJudaism over Pan-Asiaism is overwhelming and practically irresistible.
The ex-Secretary of India, Montague, is a Jew, as is the Ambassador of
India to England, W. Meyer.
A Jew, Joffe of Moscow, is inflaming Japan against the White race.
Pan-Islarnism is now ruled by the Jews through the so-called "young
Turks," who are Jews (Enver), of Salonica. The Koran is similar to the
Jewish Talmud, but demoniacal and adapted for the nomadic life of the
Arabians, who are Semites also, but hate the Jews.
Pan-Islamism, inflamed by Pan-Judaism, caused the Ottomans to invade Europe and to attempt to "bleed it white."
But the Poles saved Christendom in 1683, when the Turks' cavalry
was already near Munich. Mahomet's mother, a rich Jewess; Emina, and
the rabbis, formed his dogmas.
Bernard Lazare, a Jew, in his "L'Antisernitisme," states: "Mahomet
was nourished by the Jewish spirit."
[ 13 ]
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Daste in "Les Societes, Les Juifs," proves Islamism was a Jewish
creation to kill us. Israel Zangwill confessed: "The Jews had impregnated
Mahomet with the ideas of Islam."
Pan-Germanism; the Jews speak German. Frankfort is their Mecca.
According to Lionel Rothschild and Disraeli in his "Coningsby": "Jews
almost monopolized the professorial chairs in Germany." The result, "Germany is that land of professors," exclaimed Lord Palmerston. Some Germans have been re-educated into "Christian Janissars, or 'Jewmans'."
"The Jew was the chief propagandist of Pan-Germanism."-Prof.
R. G. Usher.
Kaiser blames the Jews for nearly all ills of world.
The Chicago Tribune, July 3,1922, reported: "We Jews have made
this war," confessed Dr. Oscar Levy, a Jew, in London.
And the Jews, headed by E. Rothschild V, in Paris, pocketed a hundred
billion dollars, while the stupid Christians had 40,000,000 casualties (not
counting Russia's deaths through the "Hidden Hand" agents, the Bolsheviks) , and spent $350,000,000,000.
A Jew (D. News, September 27th), Mustapha Kemal, inflames PanIslamism to "man-kill" and wishes a Jew president in Greece also.
Pan-Britainism. Expelled from England (all rulers could not then
be bribed), the Jews were recalled by Cromwell (a kind of KerenskyTrotsky). Since then began the spreading of Pan-Britainsm on condition
that: "The Britons had to fight and the Jews only collect the gold."
"What is the good of our being a wealthy nation, if the wealth is all
in the hands of German Jews?" asks W. M. Hughes (Premier of Australia). Since Nathan Rothschild II plundered London of $5,000,000 the
day after Waterloo in 1815, the Londoners' mouths watered. They obeyed
him. Disraeli reveals how he was bought by Lionel Rothschild. (Coningsby," page 452.)
Mr. Lloyd George, even according to Mr. John Spargo (The Independent of April 9, 1921), obeys the Disraeli, i.e., Rothschild mottos and
is constantly seeing Sir Ph. Sassoon-Rothschild (Future Rothschild VI), for
orders.

PAN-SLAVISM SPREAD BY THE JEWS,
HILFERDING AND GRINGMUTH

HAS FAILED
"The Slav takes his sword only in defense of his Fatherland," Prof.
Mr. Career, a Bavarian, declared. ("History of Arts.")
Pan-Americanism is led by a Jew, Dr. Leo S. Rowe. It is all in the
future, but the noble Americans do not want to become Satanists. A Jew,
Spinosa, started "Rationalism," which is de-Christianizing the United
States. Much has been written on these forces, but for the first time I
reveal how they are ruled by the "Hidden Hand" led by Ed Rothschild V,
in Paris.
[ 14 ]
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The ablest man cannot become a statesman, if he ignores all exposed
here. Events are occurring very fast. One is as in a boat speeding thirtyfive knots. No time to take calculations to find the" route."
I shall give ready formulas.
The Emperors, the Pillars of Order and Peace, kept peace since 1871
against the ardent efforts of the " man-killers."
N ow the latter are free to shed blood . That is why "The catastrophe
is immediately imminent." (Frank Vanderlip.)

HOW THE JEWS TORTURE RUSSIA
The alien Soviet rule in Russia is a reign of dreadful terror and torture. It is a horrible plan to exterminate a Christian people and to annihilate their Christian culture. In justice to the Bolsheviki it must be admitted
that not only do they not conceal their intentions, but they even boast of
their beastiality.
Their language is plain. It is only the "Incurable Imbecile," the softminded "idealist" who doubht and wonder whether the "Soviet experiment" would not be a good thing to try in other Christian countries.
Bronstein (Trotsky) declared, "We will turn our hearts into steel, which
we will temper in the fire of suffering and the blood of fighters for freedom.
We will make our hearts cruel, hard, immovable, so that no mercy will
enter them, and so they will not quiver at the sight of a sea of enemy
blood. We will let loose the floodgates of that sea, without mercy, without sparing. We will kill our enemies in scores of hund reds."
C'+o3

A CRUSADE ON THE SOVIETS
The Chicago Tribune of May 8th, states: "A world-wide move against
the Russian Soviets. in order to save civilization is suggested by Cardinal
Mercier, heroic Primate of Belgium, who wrote, "In four years the world
war mowed down 10,000,000 of human lives'."
Assuredly it is very beautiful to assemble in a pacific convention the
delegates of the nations and to consider means of preventing future violations and eventually to suppress them.
But while awaiting the possibilities of the future, would it not be wise
to be concerned with the reality of the present ? Would not the League
of Nations win universal confidence at one stroke, if it succeeded in opening an international crusade against the barbarism of the Soviets, for the
safeguarding of our age-old civilization? The appeal of this greatest of
Belgiums is wonderful! But the League of Nations is "Israel's Mission,"
according to Israel Zangwill, and the " Jewish Central Government, in
order to dominate the World," as wrote the talented Lord Alfred Douglas.
As the leaders of the Bolsheviks are nearly all Jews, how could we
expect that the Jewish "League of Nations" take action against the Soviets?
It would be suicide!
[ IS ]
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The director of the "League of Nations" is Lord Robert Cecil who,
on October 13, 1919, in the Globe lashed the "International" i.e., Jewish
bankers, and who coming to N ew York, declared that Christendom had
40,000,000 casualties only in order to give the Holy Land to the 70,000
Jews, who are oppressing 700,000 Arabians there. For such devotion to
the Jews, he was made Minister of Cabinet rank. How could such act
against the Jew Bolsheviks?
A "Crusade on the Soviets," would mean a "Crusade on Jews."
Bolshevism is the Jewish weapon to undermine the Christian's creed
and to exterminate the Christians. Did not Gompers warn us, "Nothing
would constitute a more needless and base betrayal of civilization than the
recognition of the Bolshevik tyranny."
"The policy of the Anglo-Germane-American bankers is the most
dangerous in the whole chain of pre-Bolshevist efforts. Let them be thousands, let them drown themselves in their blood. Yes, yes! Let there be
floods of the Bourgeois-more blood, as much as possible." (Red Gazette
official organ, September 1, 1918.)
J

Says Apfelbaum (Zinovieff): "To overcome our enemies we must
establish our own socialist militarism. We must win. As for the rest we
have nothing to say. They must be annihilated." (Northern Commune.
official Bolshevist organ. Issue No. 109, September 19, 1919.)
A. Marienhoff, a Jew, one of the beloved Communist poets, published
in the Soviet magazine Jav in its issue of October, 1920, page 7:
"Stability, stability! We drag you in the whirl,
We whip the holiness with the "Knout";
We torture the weak body of Christ,
We torture it in the Cheka (Extraordinary Committee).
N ow then, pardon us sinners!
Save us as you saved the robber on GolgothaWe wildly spill out thy blood
As we spill water from a washbowl.
"Go to the Devil! Splendid is our obscene dance on the porch
of the church,
Christ is again on the Cross, while we have taken
Barabbas for a walk down the Tverskoi Boulevard."
He also makes the following prophetic statement in verse:
"What do we care about the dead ! We pass them by,
we pass them by,
Red copper blazes and flames;
We are nearing, we are nearing the walls
Of the New Jerusalem."

[ 16]
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LLOYD GEORGE, MOUTHPIECE FOR ROTHSCHILD, FOR THE SOVIETS
The Chicago Examiner of June 3rd, published a hypocritical and pernicious appeal of Mr. Lloyd George to "recognize the Soviets," because
"the Russian people deserve every sympathetic consideration." Crocodile's tears.
Well! Why does not Mr. Lloyd George advise Trotsky to convocate
the National Assembly and to let be known the opinion of the Russian
(and not the Jewish) people? The request of Lloyd George is an order
of his master and employer-Sassoon-Rothschild.
Thus we know once more, that the Rothschilds are with the Soviets,
and thus for the IOOOth time is confirmed: "Bolshevism is Judaism."
Mr. Hugh J. Bauerlein, prominent in Denver, described the awful
robbery, known as the "Marconi Case," in which the Jews, Rufus (now
Lord Reading) and Gotfried Isaacs, plundered the Americans of millions.
As Lloyd George took part in it, the Jews implied these alternatives:
"To go to jail for the Marconi trick; or to become Prime Minister
executor of the Rothschilds' will." In order to watch Lloyd George the
Rothschilds appointed Sassoon-Rothschild as his "secretary"-to direct each
of his steps-just as the Jew, Mandel-Rothschild did with Clemenceau.
"The Judeo-Lloyd George bond was signed, sealed and delivered over
the Marconi scandal. The J ew-planned World War followed as a matter
of course; as did also the release of Trotsky and the betrayal of Russia
and its Czar; the Jew made Armistice and the Kosher " peace," wrote
"The Britons." To excuse his base attacks on the late Czar's regime, Lloyd
George quoted the "Memoirs of an Ambassador," by a Maurice "Paleologue," a Levantine of unknown origin, probably a Jew, who during the
Dreyfus case used most shameless tricks to prove the Jew's innocence. In
reward of his baseness "Paleologue" was uplifted and even sent as Ambassador to Petrograd-to prepare the Jewish revolution.
Already in January, 1914, I twice warned Djunkowski, a friend of
the Czar.

THE "MYSTERY OF LLOYD GEORGE"
Lloyd George forgot the British authors: "Remember, that the
rulers of Russia in these days (1917-1919) were the most charming and
cultivated people in the world," written by a very severe and talented author
of "The Mirrors of Downing Street." (Page 33.)
After the Czar's death a British General, W. H. Waters, who knew
well the late Emperor, gave an admiring account about him. According to
General Waters, the Czar prophetically said: "Diplomatists must not be
allowed to have anything to do with the making of peace or else it will be
sure to be a bad peace."
Lloyd George is the last man, who should reproach the Imperial
Russia, and the "History with Conscience" will judge him most severely.
[ 17 ]
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How is it then that he lost his power in England? Well, though obedient
clerk of Rothschild, Lloyd George sometimes feels that he belongs to one
of the finest nations in the world . Wishing to demonstrate it, he exclaimed
on Ocober 14, 1922:
"There are people on earth who believe that the Christians must let
themselves be murdered. I am not of that kind, and as long as I have a
sword, I shall use it." Mr. Lloyd George meant the Turks.
But as the Turks are led by Mustapha Kemal, a Jew, and one of the
"300" ordered by the "Hidden Hand," precisely to murder the Christians,
the Prime Minister of Great Britain was at once "sent to the dogs." Did
his resignation change the policy of England? NO. According to The
Christian Science Monitor (November 11, 1922), the first thing said by
Mr. Bonar Law, was to prove to the Rothscholds that he would serve them
as faithfully as Lloyd George: "It is the policy of Disraeli that I am putting before England."
N ow Mr. Lloyd George aspires to return to power and is trying to
assure the Rothschilds that he is very "pro-Soviet," i.e., "pro-Jew."
Mr. Lloyd George's own Cabinet Minister, Lord Rhonda, stated:
"Lloyd George cannot be trusted in one single word." (Chicago Daily
Journal, November 16, 1921.) He is helping the Trotskies and other Jews
to start a World Revolution, i.e., catastrophe.
C'+-'

BOLSHEVIKS PLAN TO BLOW UP THE
UNITED STATES
"Lust of power sends Moscow meddl ing afar. This is the vision of the
Kremlin; the people led by Yiddish bolsheviki trained in Moscow and the
Negroes in America taking the plantations from their White masters, while
Negro workingmen from Harlem and South State Street, uniting with
White communists under the 'Red' banner, aid in establishing a communist's
dictatorship in New York and Chicago, and in all America." (The Chicago
Tribune, May 28th.)
The Chicago Tribune mentions that the Negro deputies at Moscow
were hailed by "Staklov," but does not explain that he is a j ew-Nahamkes.
The newspapers repeat a Jewish lie, as if the Romanovs were encouraging a revolt in India, and says: "The Bolshevik has no fear of the ascendancy of the yellow, brown, or black races. The Bolshevik does not
care if Japan overruns Asia, or if the African Negro, after conquering the
Military establishments of Europe, turns upon that continent. A war
between the colored and White races does not bother nor alarm the communist leaders, whose one aim is war between the classes.'
This is only half the truth, because the Bolsheviks as Jews, do not care
about "a class war," but any war in order, first of all to exterminate all
Christians of all classes.
Wrongly implying that the J ew-bolsheviks are seemingly for the freedom of the workers, the Chicago Tribune is strongly helping the Bolsheviks
to attract all employees. This is a moral danger!
[ 18]
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Did not Christ warn us "Ye (Jews) are the sons of the devil, and
his lusts ye will do; he is a murderer from the beginning and the father of
lies." But the Chicago Tribune knows better than Christ, and assures us
that the Jews wish to murder only the upper classes. The Bolsheviks have
no fear of the "ascendency of black races," because an American fooled by
his press, considers a Jew as a mixture of the African and hates us.
And the United States shows a great inconsistency forbidding the
entrance of the Asiatic Japanese and opening widely its doors to the Asiatic
Jews, who are simply pouring into this country in order to blow it up as
they did Russia.
~

SECRETARY OF LABOR, MR. J.
LLOYD GEORGE

J. DAVIS

vs.

On June 3rd, at Memorial Day of the famous Pole, KOCSIUSKO,
who fought for America's freedom, the Secretary of Labor, Mr. J. J.
Davis, masterfully spoke: "N ever has America been in such need of the
sturdy, sterling virtues of patriotism as today. Russia, wicked and bleeding, is in the hands of the destructionists, and from Russia they seek to
extend their dominion of terror throughout the world. Trotsky, from his
scarlet throne in Moscow, would dominate all mankind, and within the last
month he has announced his intention of stirring bloody revolution in
America.
This is what he said: "Revolution is coming to Europe as well as to
America, sytematically, step by step, stubbornly and with gnashing of teeth
in both camps. It will be long, protracted, cruel and sanguinary. Today
there are in America groups of individuals-native and alien-preaching
the cause of Soviet Russia, the cause of blood and ruin. There are organizations bombarding the government at Washington with demands that
Trotsky and Lenin and their like be recognized as the lawful rulers of
Russia, despite the fact that they have repudiated every obligation of the
Russian people and have destroyed the good faith of Russia in the eyes
of the world."
Slaughter of Clergy: "Our newspapers within the past few weeks
have chronicled the action of so-called communistic groups in the country!
nay, approving, the slaughter of the clergy in Russia. Any people who will
slaughter their clergy are not fit people to be recognized by a nation that
believes in God. I care not what a man's particular religion is, he is a
better citizen if he lives up to its teachings."
Is Hearst's press "Destructionist"?
On the same day Hearst's Chicago Herald and Examiner published
the hypocritic and base appeal of Lloyd George, who tries to help the destructionists and slaughterers. Thus it appears that Hearst's press is one
of the "organizations bombarding" the nation with demands that the
Jews-Trotsky and Lenin and their Jewish followers-be "recognized." i
"It is generally admitted that the percentage of mental diseases among
Jews is much greater than among non-Jews. The Jews living in western
countries are no exception in this respect."- Daily Courier. Chicago;
Jewish World (page 12-22).
[ 19 ]
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THE "PLAN OF HELL"-RELIGION-OPIUM
"RELIGION-OPIUM FOR THE PEOPLE." Such inscriptions from all
sides hang on the walls of government halls in Moscow. The churches and
the clergy are looked upon by the Soviets as worse than useless. The government is always trying to prove that the church is "hostile to the state."
All religious instruction is forbidden to pupils under 18 years and discouraged for older ones.
The Jew' Mandelstam (Lunacharski), is the "Commissar for the
Enlightenment." He declared: "We are carrying on and we shall keep
carrying on a decisive battle against every religion ."
"And we shall keep on carrying on a decisive battle against every religion." Such words are only a deliberate lie! The Jews know well that
the Christians are so gullible that they will believe "religions is opium"
and would drop it, but not the Jews, trained according to the "Protocols
of the Elders of Zion," and the Talmud.
Already in 1886 a Jew, Joseph Lemann, in his book, "L'Entree des
Israelites dans La Societe Francaise," confessed: "There is a 'plan of hell'
to disorganize at one blow Christian society and the beliefs of the Jews;
then with this double organization to bring about a state of things where,
religiously, there will be neither Christian nor Jew, but only men stripped
of divinity, and where, politically speaking, the Christians will become, if
not the slave, at least the inferior of the Jew, the MASTERS. At the
hour in which we hold the pen, we see this plan unrolling itself in sombre
horizons and great funeral lines."
This passage proves that there is some formidable secret organization,
some terrible sect controlled and directed by the Jews for the destruction
of our present social order. It is the "Hidden Hand." Thus we see
clearly that Mandelstam (Lunacharski) is imposing on the Russians just
what the Jew, J. Lernann, described in 1886 as the program of the Jewish
"Plan of Hell ," "The Jewish Peril; Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion."

WILL EUROPE FALL INTO THE HANDS
OF JEWS?
In his book, "The Dawn of Day," Nietsche wrote a real prophecy,
as if taken from Dostoyevsky: "One of the spectacles which the next century will invite us to witness is the decision regarding the fate of the Jews.
It is quite obvious now, that they have cast their die and crossed their Rubicon; the only thing that remains for them is either to become masters of
Europe as they once lost Egypt centuries ago, where they were confronted
by similar alternatives.... Europe may some day fall into their hands like
ripe fruit, if they do not clutch at it too eagerly."
Having quoted the above, "The Hidden Hand" of April, 1923, rightly
states: "Now this is exactly what the Jews have done, and so have saved
Europe; they have been too eager! The first clutch was the Boer War,
[ 20]
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which put the world's chief gold supply into their hands. The Great War
was their next eager clutch. The Bolshevising of Russia followed. Then
came the clutch at Hungary, under Bela Kun, which lasted 100 days;
then the clutch at Bavaria, which lasted three weeks. By this time the
world is beginning to awake and the "fiat" of the White Race has gone
forth: "The Jews must lose Europe as centuries ago they lost Egypt."
They are on trek to Zion once more. They are Zionists once again, and
compulsory Zionists this time, as they were when they trekked out of Egypt.
When one has read the prediction of Dostoyovsky, of Nietsche, of
the Jew, J. Lemann (who thirty years before this war and bolshevism,
exposed the "Plan of Hell" and foretold the "Funereal lines") and the
recent confession of the prominent Jews-Dr. Oscar Levy, of London,
and Rene Groos, of Paris-how absurd if not criminal, do seem all those
naive or hypocritical persons, who despite all the above are willing to deceive
their readers into the belief that the above "funereal lines" happen just
through the "inability of the diplomacy" or because of the corruption of
the "old regime," as Lloyd George lyingly says. Few persons dare to tell
the truth, i.e., all that happened from 1914, and is going on today-is the
logical consequence of a deliberate Jewish "Plan of Hell," traced out also
in the "Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion."

IMBECILITY OR HYPOCRISY OF "THE
CI-fICAGO TRIBUNE"
In its editorial, "Horse Sense from Kansa," the Chicago Tribune of
June 4th "regardly fools" its readers (Mr. W. J. Bryon). It repeats the
childish words of the former governor of Kansas, Mr. Henry T. Allen:
"Europe cannot be saved by diplomacy. She must go back to work." And
the editor wrongly assures us: "So-called diplomacy got Europe into its
present mess of trouble, but it cannot get it out. Nothing but work can do
so. So Europe can be brought to peace, stability and happiness. That after
all is the end which all European people most desire. They cannot attain
that end by following the horse of the former governor of Kansas. They
cannot attain it through appeal to the United States. The means of salvation rest in the hands of the people of Europe. If Europe will not turn
from war to work we cannot compel her."
The constant habit to lie or to distort, or to hide the truth, makes
this editorial silly or hypocritical. And the governor being all his life accustomed to read such stuff, was educated on such metaphysics.
As I proved in my lectures-it was not the diplomacy which got
"Europe into its present mess"-but the execution of the "Plan of Hell"
by the agents of E . Rothschild V, the Jew's Aerenthal, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Austria, who kept her army mobilized since 1908; BethmannHollwog, the German Chancellor, who was never a diplomat, but fooled
the Kaiser; Sir Goschen, Ambassador of England; Simanovich in Petrograd, and other Jews. Lloyd George, also not a diplomat, invited Lord
Rothschild to the decisive meeting of the British Cabinet. The war was
decided by the "Hidden Hand," definitely in 191 I, when it ordered the
[21 ]
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murder of Andrew I uschinsky in order to provoke a pogrom which would
be an excellent pretext to start a world-wide press campaign against
Russia.
But the "old regime" prevented a pogrom. It was proved that it was
a "ritual murder."

THE JEWS DESTROYED RUSSO-AMERICAN
TREATY AND FRIENDSHIP
Governor Sulzer in New York was ordered by the "Hidden Hand"
to destroy the Russo-American Treaty of 1833 and he started a huge antiRussian campaign in order to prevent any help reaching Russia from the
United Staes, which was saved by Russia in 1863.
The trial proved that "accidentally" of course, Gov. Sulzer received
a series of checks from the Jews. What is the use of Europe going to work
as long as the Rothschilds, "sons of the devil and the executors of his lust
of murder," are autocratically ruling in Paris, London, Frankfort, Berlin,
etc. ? How can a people work quietly when it feels that the fate of the
war is, according to the late Walter Ratnenau, a Jew, in the hands of three
hundred Jews composing the "Hidden Hand"?
Mr. H. J. Allen and the editor of the Chicago Tribune ought to go
to the cinema and observe a scene when a "Two-gun man" jumps into a
hall. Would Mr. H. J. Allen advise the persons in this hall "to return
to work" while the guns are pointed at them? This is the case in Europe,
menaced by the "Hidden Hand." Yes! "The means of salvation rests in
the hands of the people of Europe," but the editor ought to tell the whole
truth and point out: Europeans, arrest all the three hundred butchers of
the "Hidden Hand"; make them restore the $100,000,000,000 which they
plundered from you during the war, and send them all with their leadersthe Rothscholds-to Nadeira, for life.
Every clever and courageous patriot desirious sincerely to save the
civilization must spread the slogan: "Down with the Rothschilds or down
with the White Race," and pose the alternative: "To disarm three hundred Jews or to let 300,000,0000 Christians be killed."
The only man who dared to tell all the truth is Mr. Henry Ford,
and the only woman among the 55,000,000 American women who is a
real honest, courageous patriot, is Mrs. Leslie Fry.
G"+-'

"THE DAILY NEWS" CONNIVANCE WITH
BOLSHEVISM
The Daily News of Chicago is boasting (May 26): "American newspapers that have had special correspondents in Russia have managed to
impress the fact on the public mind only through announcements that the
correspondents are now withdrawn. It is not possible, those newspapers
assert, for a correspondent to remain in Russia if he write the truth or
[22 ]
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sends anything in the way of criticism of the Soviet government. Many
correspondents of other American newspapers arrived in Moscow and
departed, that because of the censorship, they could send nothing but routine
news or matter favorable to Bolshevism. Yet Mr. MacKenzie has sent
much news not at all routine in character," etc.
What is the "mystery" that M r. MacKenzie could remain in Moscow
and still send the "truth"? His article in the Daily News of May 24th explains it. Mr. MacKenzie is helping the Bolsheviks to "fool the public,"
stating that "contrary to general belief only six of sixteen principles (Bolsheviks) are Jews." This statement is false, because ten of the men quoted
by him are Jews and among the other six-only Dzenjinsky, a Pole, really
count. Lunacharski's real name is Monstean-Mandelstam.
Mr. MacKenzie on May 24th quotes Rykow as a Russian, forgetting
his own words on April that Rykow "is of Jewish descent."
Krassiri's name is Goldfarb. Pakowsky, though he calls himself a
Christian, is a Jew. Stalin is not a Russion, possibly a Jew, or a Geogian.
The only Russian among the sixteen men mentioned by M r. MacKenzie
is Kalinin, a mere figurehead to fool the peasants by a belief that a simple
peasant is taking part in the government. Two more-Linen and Chicherine-are "supposed' 'to be Russians, but their faces are unmistakably
Jewish. The great revolutionist, Lenin (Oulianow), was hanged in 1906
for murder. The actual one, declared the defunct father of the real Lenin,
had adopted him in order to revenge the death of the true Lenin. But the
father was dead before this revenge was needed. Thus the fraud is obvious.
c+J)

LENIN IS A JEW
If even the actual "Lenin" wa s adopted, does it mean he was not a
Jew? A real Russian-Kerenski-having married a Jewish widow with
a son by her first husband, adopted him and gave him his name-Kerenski
(the Ex-Prime Minister of Russia) . Did the Jewish boy thereby become
a Russian? Did he not, despite this adoption by a Russian, still remain a
Jew? And according to the Jewish laws every son of a Jewess is a Jew.
Lenin's mother was a Jewess-Zederbaum-Ziporkes. And Mr. John
Pollock (son and heir to Sir Frederick Pollock, Baronet) , one of the best
informed Englishmen, who speaks Russian as well as English, and who
passed two years amongst the Bolsheviks in Russia , disguised as a Lett,
firmly states that Lenin is a Jew. The children of Lenin are speaking
"Yiddish," which no Russian would ever think of teaching his children.
Another lie is that the adopting father of the real Lenin was a nobleman. No! He was a common "citizen" of Simbirsk, married also to a
J ewess. And the actual Lenin is also married to a J ewess. Thus in order
to remain in Moscow, Mr. MacKenzie rendered an inestimable service to
the Jew Bolsheviks by falsely stating that out of sixteen Commissars there
were ten Russians, only six Jews, while in reality there was but one true
Russian, and at least ten, if not twelve Jews. And the Jews are the leaders,
while Kalinin is a nobody.
[2J)
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The British official figures, quoted by Mr. Victor Marsden of London
are these: Out of 556 Bolshevik Commissars, 458 are Jews; thirty-four
are Letts (most of Jewish origin and married to J ewesses) ; twelve Germans (of the same kind), and thirty Russians (one-half of whom are of
the same kind). One of the Russians-Maxim Gorky-a peasant, ran
away to Berlin, cursing Bolshevism. Thus the Daily News is serving the
Bolshevik cause.
This newspaper recognizes that six out of sixteen Bolsheviks are Jews,
while the Chicago Tribune published an article from the Jewish Courier
of Chicago, stating only one is a Jew-Trotsky.

"EUROPE FODDER FOR A NEW WAR" SAYS
LLOYD GEORGE
Mr. Lloyd George said on May 27th, in Edinburgh: "Europe today
holds exactly the same elements that produced the great war. I simply
see a dense fog, in which the nations are drifting recklessly."
Yes. The same Rothschild with his three hundred Jews who organized
this war, the revolution in Russia and bolshevism, are ready for new mischiefs. Lloyd George would rather dies of fear than to reveal this truth.
He added: The world instead of learning a lesson from the war has not
learned a single syllable."
As the world's press is controlled by the "sons of the devil, the father
of lies," the truth is hidden carefully. That is why the GENTILES REVIEW
is indispensable, if the catastrophe in 1932 is to be averted. Germany,
ruled autocratically by Rothschild in Frankfort, is willing to defeat France,
which knowing this, is keeping enormous forces. Marshall Ludendorff
went to Moscow and now Russia is swiftly preparing ammunition for
Germany. This made France anxious and Marshall Foch went to Poland
to inspect her army. The Russian people do not want a war. But "The
Hidden Hand" must further its "Plan of Hell," exposed in the "Protocols
of the Elders of Zion ," and mentioned by the Jews-J. Lemann in 1886;
Dr. Oscar Levy in 1920, and Groos in 1922. A new alliance of Russia,
Japan and Germany is impossible. The Jew, Joffre, wishes to awaken the
ambition of Japan. In order to disrupt the United States the "Hidden
Hand" must first smash or blow up France. All that is going on in
Europe now must be looked upon as the preparation for an attack on the
United States in 1932. But as France can rely on Poland "The Hidden
Hand" will try to create a revolt in Poland through her 5,000,000 Jews
and then order Russia to jump in on pretext to "free" the "oppressed"
nationalities" there. France is compelled to tolerate the "reds" in Germany.
This helps the Jew-Bolsheviks from Russia to "Bolshevise" Germany and
the very French troops of occupation. This is a peril.
[24 ]
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TRICKY "CATS"-IMBECILE "MICE"
Rothschild of Paris and Rothschild in Frankfort are playing with
France and Germany like cats with the caught mice. Rothschild in
London is like a referee. And the "Incurable Imbeciles" are advising the
poor German, French, Polish, erc., to go to work.
The menace of a red revolution hovers over Germany," declared the
German Chancellor, Dr. W. Cuno. "The Red army will establish soviets
in all the countries," promises the Russian" Hymn of Hate." If only for
one day Germany would become "Red," the Russian armies would invade
all central Europe. France would be in revolution also. Prof. Hishuhuma
is warning that Japan "may be compelled" to find available land in North
America. . . . And Japan is backed by Germany and Russia. Did not
America destroy in 1918 all the dreams of Germany? From the above
and from our first issue we hope that our readers are persuaded that there
is a "Plan of Hell" in action to destroy our civilization. The best experts
foretold the second World War (with United States involved) world
revolution and the repetition of the calamity of 1861-65. We proved
by our articles, how right Mr. W. J. Bryan was when he said, "Newspapers fool the public regularly." Whole generations are being educated
on lies! The moral and mental degeneration is recognized by many professors. But none dares reveal the truth. What is the reason? It is very
simple. As the press, clergy, teachers and politicians are hiding the truth,
they can create only "Incurable Imbeciles.' Therefore, we appeal to the
Americans and ask: "Must we passively, like sheep in the stockyards await
the above calamities, that would disrupt civilization, and cause the death
of the White Race. Or, must we, not relying on the ability and honesty
of the diplomacy, directed by the Rothschilds, undertake ourselves, the
study of the "causes of the world unrest and wars," and elaborate a way
to avert them.
It is not by "disarmament" of the Army and Navy, that we could
prevent wars, because one bomb could blow up or poison N ew York or
Chicago! It is only by enlightening the world about the real "cause of
unrest" and thus by "disarming" the men, who are organizing the wars.
Christ foretold us clearly, who are those who "will do the devil's
lusts of murdering." But the wars are "mass Murdering."
And history proves Ch rist is Wisdom. I n all America there is no (a)
organization, where the sons of the "Murderer from the beginning" would
not enter and influence it; and (b) publication which would state all the
truth. That is why the appeals from all parts to create "A Gentiles'
Center" must be headed by very honest and clever Gentiles.
And it is also utterly indispensible to have at least one "GENTILES
REVIEW/' which would not be bribed or terrorized by the "Sons of the
devil." As they have enslaved the finances, industry and trade, the
"GENTILES' REVIEW" cannot expect to obtain sufficient advertisement to
pay for the printing. Therefore, we have to charge our readers fifty cents
per copy, instead of five or ten cents. the price of ordinary newspapers,
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helped by the Jews. More than that, the "GENTILES REVIEW" throwing
quite a new and unique light on the world events and politics, candidly
hopes that, there could be found among the 100,000,000 persons in the
United States some 100 patriots, who would consent to buy several copies
of each issue.

It is because we are telling the truth, that our review will be banished
from the newspaper stands.

HOW TO AVERT WAR AND DISASTER
The easiest (if not the only) way to prevent war and disaster in
1932, foretold by scores of experts, is to agree with Christ on who are
"doing the devil's lust-murdering and lying." (St. John VIII, 44.)
History confirmed this warning of Christ by thousands of facts. Most
prominent Jews-Disraeli, Zan gw ill, Rathenau, Dr. Oscar Levy, Rene
Groos, Joseph Lemann, etc., recognized the above.
W. Rathenau declared: "Only three hundred men, each of whom
knows all the others govern the fate of Europe. They elect their successors
from their entourage. These German Jews have the means in their hands
of putting an end to the form of any state which proves "unreasonable."
All the Gentiles seem "unreasonable" to the Jews.
Well! How is it that we Gentiles, victims of all the wars and bloodshed know nothing about the three hundred men, comprising the "Invisible
Jewish Government," the so-called "Hidden Hand"?
As Nietsche wrote the "Hidden Hand," is over-cautious, as soon as it
perceives the Gentiles become aware of its plot, it adjourns its "devil's
lust."
Thus the best thing to do, is to read and make others read the
GENTILES REVIEW, and ask all the clergymen, speakers and editors to:
"Tell us all about the "Hidden Hand." Then the "Hidden Hand" would
at once postpone its satanic "Plan of Hell" to destroy Christendom. Read,
and make others read, "THE GENTILES REVIEW."
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